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B) INTERCHANGE FEE MAXIMUM  

The principal portion of the Merchant Service Fee, or cost of acceptance, is the interchange fee. 
The maximum interchange fee is set by each card scheme and the issuer may charge up to that 
amount. The issuer has the option to charge less than the maximum interchange rate, however, 
this option is rarely exercised by the issuer. The options offered by the card schemes for an 
issuer to charge less than the maximum interchange are to set up a bilateral agreement directly 
with an acquirer or to set a rate for the market in which it operates (e.g. New Zealand domestic 
acquirers). The only exception of which Windcave is aware is a zero-interchange offered by an 
issuing bank on charity debit cards.  

Windcave must note that the interchange fee provides revenue only for the issuer, and this fee 
is passed through the acquirer to the merchant. The issuer has the option to charge less than 
the maximum interchange rate, however, this option is not exercised. Windcave’s fee as a pure 
acquirer is generated as a percentage, charged for its services on top of the interchange fee 
plus the card scheme fees. By regulating the interchange fee, the overall cost of acceptance will 
decrease as the largest cost of the charges passed through by the acquirer will drop.  

The issuing marketplace in New Zealand is distinctly non-competitive. The maximum fees 
allowable are set by the card schemes and matched by an oligopoly of issuers without external 
inputs. By way of evidence that the fee setting regime, run by the issuers themselves, is not 
functioning as a competitive market Windcave offers the following fact: Visa and Mastercard 
both confirm that every issuer charges the same, maximum fee to be passed on to the 
merchant*. With the interchange fee representing over 70%  of the cost of acceptance to the 
end merchant, regulating the Merchant Service Fee while leaving the bank issuers free to set 
interchange amongst themselves, where each issuer charges the maximum fee, seems unlikely 
to improve the structural cost problems for the merchant. 

* The only exception of note is a zero-interchange offered by ANZ on charity debit cards. 

 

C) THE GLOBAL PAYMENTS LANDSCAPE  

Windcave operates in the United Kingdom and Australia, two markets which New Zealand 
regulators are presently eyeing for evidence of how to lower the Merchant Service Fee for end 
users. 

 

 [REDACTED]  

   

In the United Kingdom, the consumer debit card interchange rate is capped at 0.20% and 
consumer credit interchange is capped at 0.30%. Whereas in Australia, the average weighted 
interchange is capped at 0.50%, the maximum interchange rate on credit cards is 0.88% and 
debit cards is 0.22%.  This cap has demonstrably dropped the overall cost of acceptance for 
merchants in these markets. By capping the interchange rate, the final cost of acceptance is 
reduced.  

The cost of acceptance in New Zealand is based on contactless acceptance at the terminal. If 
contactless acceptance is turned off, no strategic interchange rate will apply, and the merchant 
will incur high interchange rates for credit card transactions. However, domestic EFTPOS will be 
free of cost to the merchant. This is quite different to Australian domestic debit transactions, 
which incur some cost and support contactless transactions. Due to the charges on domestic 
debit transactions, the schemes continue to drop their interchange max fee limit and 
processing fees to remain competitive in the Australian payments landscape.  
















